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Designed to Decrease Hypoxia and Improve Patient Outcomes
Innovation: Multipurpose Airway

INTRODUCTION

TODAY’S PATIENT 2,4,5

AIRWAY CHALLENGES

GOALS IN DEEP SEDATION2

• By 2028, 85% of cases will be done in ASCs and NORA1

• Sedation case numbers will increase2,3

• Less physiologic disruption
• Helps reduce opioid use through use of local or regional

anesthesia
• Decreases OR time, recovery room time and costs
• Enhances patient satisfaction

• Provide comfort
• Preserve spontaneous ventilation—avoid apnea
• Mitigate adverse outcomes

Majority of the surgical population today is:
• >50 years old (34% of population)
• >85 years old  (78% increase since 2010)
• Obese - 42% of population in 2017
• OSA - 16% (80% undiagnosed)
• Contributes to higher risk for upper airway obstruction2

• Upper airway obstruction and respiratory depression can occur
up to 54%, regardless of ASA, use of oxygen and
continuous monitoring of  oxygenation6,7

• Masking and intubation are more challenging with older, obese
and OSA patients

• Inadequate ventilation and oxygenation are the major source of
closed claims8,9

• Respiratory compromise (RC) is the second leading avoidable
patient safety issue in the U.S.10

• $7.8 billion was spent on RC in U.S. hospitals in 2007, and costs are
growing10

Extends beyond the tongue, 
stenting open the distal 

redundant pharyngeal tissue. 

•Fits alongside EGD bite block
•Keeps airway open, reducing need for chin lift/
jaw thrust

•Helps decrease fire risk by limiting oxygen 
diffusion around the surgical field

•Avoids adverse effects of placing airways nasally

•Provides apneic oxygenation during 
intubation

• Increases oral protection
•Allows placement options - between 
the molars

CASE REPORT 111

A 60-year-old male, BMI of 30, was hospitalized with COVID-19 for two weeks, on a ventilator in the ICU.
The surgeon was to perform a tracheostomy in the OR under general anesthesia. A bronchoscope was
placed in the endotracheal tube to provide visualization of the percutaneous needle and wire placement.
As the anesthesia team retracted the bronchoscope, the ETT inadvertently became dislodged. Oxygen
saturation dropped quickly to approximately 30%. Mask ventilation and reintubation attempts by two different
anesthesia providers, using both direct laryngoscopy and video laryngoscopy, were unsuccessful due to
laryngeal edema from prolonged intubation. As the team was preparing for an emergent tracheostomy,
an anesthesia provider quickly placed a DPA and started positive pressure intraoral ventilation. Oxygen
saturation returned to baseline and the trach was subsequently successfully placed in a controlled setting.

CASE REPORT 211

A 40-year-old male with a BMI of 40 and a medical history of cervical stenosis and bilateral arm neuropathy presented for 
anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) surgery. Intubation was challenging due to excessive neck tissue and a 
large head. After the surgical procedure was successfully completed, a hard collar was placed, and the awake patient was 
extubated with no coughing. However, in the recovery room, upper airway obstruction developed after the patient was 
medicated for pain, leading to desaturation and hypoxia.

To prevent removal of the collar and disruption of the cervical repair, anesthesia personnel placed the DPA. Intraoral 
ventilation initiated and oxygen saturation reached baseline. With the DPA in place, occasional intraoral bag ventilation 
was applied, along with stenting open the distal pharyngeal tissue until the patient was awake enough to maintain an open 
airway. The DPA proved to be an effective tool to keep the patient breathing without disrupting the surgical repair.

After this event, the DPA is routinely used in PACU as an urgent intervention while waiting for anesthesia personnel to arrive.
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•Allows intraoral ventilation by removing variables 
for difficult mask ventilation especially in obese, 
edentulous, or bearded patients

•Connects to an anesthesia circuit or manual 
resuscitator

SAFETY IMPROVES WITH5,9
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• Today’s patients are more susceptible to upper airway obstruction
• NORA and ASC sedation will grow
• Airway tools are needed to quickly open the distal pharyngeal

airway, supplement difficult mask ventilation, or provide apneic
oxygenation during intubation to decrease hypoxia events

• For the unanticipated challenging airway, easy-to-use tools at a
moment’s notice are needed to improve outcomes and decrease
hospital costs

• Vigilance and preoxygenation, improved monitoring techniques
• Appropriate airway equipment and personnel

• High-flow nasal oxygen (HFNO)
• Endoscopy masks
• Nasal CPAP
• DPA

CONCLUSION

Optional 15mm 
Connector

The Need for Improved Airway Management Techniques at a Moment’s Notice

A NEW DISTAL PHARYNGEAL AIRWAY (DPA)




